SOS bears an inhibitory flap; when that flap is removed, simply tethering the rest of SOS to the membrane suffices for activation of the RAS pathway [ 
Figure 1. Deletion of TAND-1 Preferentially Increases the Activities of Nonclassical Activators
(A and B) Transcriptional activity elicited by the classical activator Gal4-Zif and by various nonclassical activators (all of which bear the Zif DNA binding domain) in wild-type (WT) and TAND-1-deleted strains. In (A), the reporter is a CYC1::LacZ derivative, and, in (B), the reporter is a Gal1::LacZ derivative. Reporters used here and throughout this paper were integrated at the Ura3 locus. Genes encoding the various activators were expressed from the ADH1 promoter and were carried on single-copy plasmids. Data are from at least three independent samples for each column here and in all subsequent figures. "Vector" signifies the presence of the plasmid encoding no relevant function; "Zif" signifies that the plasmid expresses the Zif DNA binding domain unattached to any other protein or peptide.
Figure 2. Mutation of TATA Box Abolishes Transcription in TAND-1-Deleted Yeast Strains
The TATA box in the GAL1 promoter of the lacZ reporter was changed as shown. sites in place of Zif sites in the reporters. We found that TAF145-free form of TBP is that such activators might directly open the inhibitory flap on the TAF (see [12] and the activity of LexA-Gal11, about equal to that of LexAGal4 in wild-type strains, was increased some 3-fold by [19] for details). Our findings (see [19] and [20] for details) also indicate the TAND-1 deletion, and found that the activity of LexAGal4 was essentially unchanged. Other nonclassical acthat the TAND-1 domain helps to maintain a low level of basal transcription but has little effect on transcription tivators bearing LexA (e.g., LexA-SRB4) elicited little transcription in either strain (data not shown). This lack elicited by classical activators. In this regard, the TAND-1 serves a function analogous to that of the inhibiof activity might be accounted for by the fact that the LexA domain is attached to the amino end of the mediatory flap (domain) on SOS mentioned above. In each case, the inhibitory domain helps suppress the activity tor component in each case (unlike the Zif domain, which is attached at the carboxyl end) or by the fact that the of an enzyme (RNA polymerase, in one case, which requires TBP binding) and SOS (in the other case) in the Zif DNA binding domain has a higher affinity for DNA than does the LexA domain. That the latter explanation absence of a specific inducing signal. is correct is suggested by the finding that a triple fusion 
